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ABSTRACT
This paper presents Tcoffee@igs, a new server
provided to the community by Hewlet Packard
computers and the Centre National de la Recherche
Scientiﬁque. This server is a web-based tool dedicated to the computation, the evaluation and the
combination of multiple sequence alignments. It
uses the latest version of the T-Coffee package.
Given a set of unaligned sequences, the server
returns an evaluated multiple sequence alignment
and the associated phylogenetic tree. This server
also makes it possible to evaluate the local reliability
of an existing alignment and to combine several
alternative multiple alignments into a single new
one. Tcoffee@igs can be used for aligning protein,
RNA or DNA sequences. Datasets of up to 100
sequences (2000 residues long) can be processed.
The server and its documentation are available from:
http://igs-server.cnrs-mrs.fr/Tcoffee/.

INTRODUCTION
Over the years, multiple sequence alignment methods have
been established as a key component of biological sequence
analysis techniques. Few procedures remain in bioinformatics
that do not require at one point or another the assembly of a
high quality multiple sequence alignment. One could cite in
bulk: the identification of a protein signature such as a
PROSITE pattern (1), the building of a domain profile (or
HMM) needed for identifying the most remote members of a
protein family (2), structure prediction (3) and phylogenetic
analysis (4). More recently, multiple sequence alignments have
also proven useful to the characterization of nsSNP (the nonsynonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms) (5,6). Despite
the importance of these applications, the design of an efficient
and accurate algorithm for the assembly of multiple sequence
alignments remains a difficult problem that has not yet been
entirely solved. As a consequence, most of the available
packages merely provide approximate solutions (for recent
reviews on this problem, see 7 and 8). Furthermore, none of

these methods is consistently better than the others. For
instance, systematic benchmarking experiments carried out
with established collections of reference alignments (9) have
shown that each available package is better suited than the
others to certain types of problems but that none is always
the best (10). This situation explains why from one bioinformatics project to the next, the authors often use a different
multiple sequence alignment package. Unfortunately it is
usually difficult to determine which software or algorithm will
work best on a given set of sequences and the only way to
address this problem is through a tedious trial and error
process.
This complicated situation makes it critical to ensure that
non-specialists have full access to state-of-the-art resources
dedicated to multiple sequence alignments. The server we
introduce here offers access to the latest version of T-Coffee
(11), a recent multiple sequence alignment method. The web
interface makes it possible to put some emphasis on important
options of this program that are normally buried in the
command line syntax. Another advantage of this server is that
the people who maintain it also develop the T-Coffee package.
This insures that the server always runs the latest version of the
package. Several tutorials are available for T-Coffee including
one in the book ‘Bioinformatics for dummies’ (12) and another
one in preparation for Current Protocols in Bioinformatics.
METHODS
Multiple sequence alignment assembly
T-Coffee is a multiple sequence alignment method. Given a set
of pre-selected protein or DNA sequences, T-Coffee computes
a multiple sequence alignment of the input sequences. To that
effect T-Coffee starts by computing a collection of pair-wise
alignments: for each possible pair of sequences in the dataset,
the program computes the best global alignment and the 10
best local alignments [using the Sim algorithm from the Lalign
package (13)]. This collection of pairwise alignments is named
a library in the T-Coffee jargon. In the second step of the
procedure T-Coffee assembles a multiple sequence alignment
that has the highest possible level of consistency with the
alignments within the library. T-Coffee is only a heuristic and
the optimality of this process is not guaranteed, although the
results are usually satisfactory as judged by comparison with
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alternative optimization methods (14). To assemble its
alignment, our package uses a progressive strategy similar to
the one described for ClustalW. Extensive details on this
procedure are available in the original publication (11).
It is important to point out that in T-Coffee, the construction
of the library affords many possibilities. Although the strategy
described in the original paper relies on a combination of local
and global alignments, one may also use different types of
libraries. For instance, the most obvious alternative would be to
fill the library with multiple sequence alignments generated
with various methods or various parameters setting. This is an
option we now give through our new interface (combining
alignments). It is also possible to construct the library using
structural information rather than sequence. This is exactly
the strategy adopted for the assembly of the multiple sequence
alignments in the DALI Domain Dictionary (15) where
libraries are produced using the DALI structure superposition
algorithm. Such an option will soon be available on the server
we describe here. Users are also encouraged to download and
install the package locally in order to test their own recipes:
T-Coffee has been designed to seamlessly turn any type of
sequence alignment into the kind of libraries it needs.
Given a library, it is also possible to evaluate the consistency
between a multiple alignment and every pair of aligned
residues contained in this library. This measure of consistency
indicates the ‘support’ of the library for the alignment. It can
be measured for the complete alignment or at the local level for
every individual residue. The local measure is named the
CORE index (consistency of overall residue evaluation). Some
properties of this index were recently characterized using an
established collection of reference alignments (9). These
analyses indicate that residues with a core index of  5 (on
a scale 0–9) have 90% chance of being correctly aligned as
judged from their reference structural alignments. This
information on the alignment reliability can conveniently be
used in order to remove from the alignment the portions that
are incorrectly aligned. This may help enhance the sensitivity
of protein domain profiles or the accuracy of phylogenetic tree
reconstructions.
Various recent studies have shown that T-Coffee is one of
the most accurate multiple sequence alignment packages
available today, for protein and nucleotide sequence alignments
alike (10,16). These studies all show that T-Coffee is notably
more accurate than its close relative ClustalW. This increased
accuracy comes at a price and T-Coffee is N times more
expensive in terms of CPU time than ClustalW with a time
3 2
Q2 complexity in the order of O(N L ) (L being the length of
the sequences and N being the number of sequences). With
datasets <30 sequences this difference is barely noticeable, but
high performance hardware is needed for datasets >100
sequences.

THE Tcoffee@igs SERVER
The IGS (Information Génetique et Structurale) has developed
the most powerful T-Coffee server to date. This server runs on
an Alpha ES45 quadriprocessor, kindly provided by HP. This
powerful server supports the analysis of a maximum number of
100 sequences with a maximum of 2000 residues each. The

homepage of the server (igs-server.cnrs-mrs.fr/Tcoffee/)
contains pointers to the three types of calculation performed:
computing, evaluating or combining multiple sequence alignments. The fourth section points to the online T-Coffee
documentation. For each option, one has a choice between the
regular and the advanced mode. Regular gives access to a very
straightforward interface where the user simply needs to paste
the data and retrieve the results. Advanced offers more
possibilities for setting various computation and output
parameters. It should be pointed out that the Swiss EMBnet
node also maintains an alternative T-Coffee server:
www.ch.embnet.org.
Computing a multiple alignment
Sequences must be pasted using the FASTA format. In the
regular mode, the library is computed using global and local
alignments. In the advanced mode, the user is free to change
this and can also request the incorporation of a ClustalW
multiple sequence alignment within the library (by checking
the clustalw_aln box). As time goes on (and upon request),
new methods will be incorporated in the method section of the
advanced part.
When the computation is finished, T-Coffee returns a table
similar to the one shown in Figure 1. This table gives a
pointer to the multiple alignment in its raw form or in a colored
format. The table also gives access to the phylogenetic tree.
This tree is not a guide tree (i.e. a pre-estimation of the
phylogenetic tree computed from unaligned sequences) but a
genuine phylogenetic tree computed with the multiple
sequence alignment produced by T-Coffee. The procedure
involves feeding ClustalW (17) with the T-Coffee alignment
and running ClustalW from the command line with the
following parameters:
clustalw -infile ¼ tcoffee alignment -tree -bootstrap
¼ 100 -tossgaps
In this mode (-tree), ClustalW computes the phylogenetic tree
associated with an alignment without re-computing the
alignment. The -tossgaps parameter causes ClustalW to
remove from the alignment every column that contains a gap
before computing a Neighbor Joining tree (18) on the
remaining columns. The -bootstrap flag indicates that 100
bootstrap cycles are performed to assess the reliability of the
tree (cf. ClustalW documentation).
In the table of Figure 1, html and pdf point to a color-coded
evaluated version of the T-Coffee multiple alignment (Fig. 2).
In this colored representation, blue portions and green portions
correspond to inconsistent bits, unlikely to be correctly
aligned, while the yellow, orange and red bits correspond to
the most consistent portions, much more likely to be correctly
aligned. In this alignment the level of conservation column by
column is also indicated using the ClustalW notation of a ‘’
for completely conserved column, a ‘:’ for highly conserved
ones and a ‘.’ for the less conserved ones. T-Coffee can also
produce an ASCII version of the evaluated alignment (request
the score_ascii output from the advanced menu). In the
score_ascii format, residues are recoded using a 0–9 index
(0 corresponds to blue bits and 9 to the red ones). This ASCII
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Figure 2. Colored output of T-Coffee. The first lines indicate the average
CORE index associated with every sequence. In the rest of the alignment,
red residues correspond to highly reliable portions of the multiple alignment.
The Cons line is a consensus, it indicates the average reliability value for every
column.

Figure 1. Typical output of a standard T-Coffee computation. The results can
be retrieved at the indicated URL for up to 3 days. ph, a pointer to the phylogenetic tree in Newik format; png, a graphic display of this same tree.
Command line indicates the exact command line used by T-Coffee to compute
the alignment.

version can be used for automatically filtering unreliable
portions of your alignment (a small package will soon be made
available on our server for this purpose).
Evaluating a multiple alignment
It is possible to use the Tcoffee@igs server in order to evaluate
pre-computed multiple sequence alignments. In this case, the
user simply needs to input a pre-computed alignment in any of
the following formats: ALN (the ClustalW output format),
MSF or FASTA. T-Coffee automatically computes the corresponding library and outputs a colored version of the alignment.
The final colored output is similar to the one shown in Figure 2
and discussed in the previous section.
Combining alternative multiple sequence alignments
into a consensus multiple alignment
The third option of the T-Coffee server makes it possible to use
the package in order to combine several alternative alignments
into one. The color-coded evaluated version makes it possible
to identify the portions of the consensus alignment that
occurred in many of the input alignments (red) and those that
are poorly represented (blue). In the current configuration, it is
possible to combine up to six multiple alignments (two being
the minimum). Upon request to the authors, this number will
be increased.
It is worth noting that the server is very flexible with the
nature and the state of the input sequences. While the program
assumes that two sequences with the same name coming from
two different alignments are indeed the same sequence,

T-Coffee does not require these sequences to come in the
same order or to be perfectly identical. If a discrepancy occurs,
T-Coffee aligns the conflicting sequences and reconstructs a
master sequence based on the consensus given by the
reconciliation alignment (see online documentation for further
details). While they can be deceptive when working with data
of poor quality, these facilities make it easier to work with
structural data (where the sequences agreement is not always
perfect) or local multiple alignments obtained from a database
search where identical sequences may slightly differ on their
extremities. It is also possible to combine alignments that do
not contain the same number of sequences.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
In this paper we describe Tcoffee@igs, a new multiple
sequence alignment server. Tcoffee@igs makes it possible
for non-specialists to use the T-Coffee package in a simple and
intuitive fashion in order to produce high quality multiple
sequence alignments. This server also makes it possible to
evaluate existing multiple sequence alignments or to combine
them into a consensus alignment.
Future developments will include enhanced abilities regarding the mixing of sequences and structures. New modules are
under development for this server that will smoothly allow the
combination of sequences and structures within the framework
of a multiple sequence alignment.
While the most widely accepted means of validating a new
multiple sequence alignment method is its benchmarking with
a collection of reference alignments, it has become obvious
over the years that the only efficient (albeit highly empirical)
means of carrying out such an evaluation is the feedback of
biologists: how good was the method in their hand and how
well did it fare on proteins or nucleic families they know well?
A web interface reduces the technological barrier between
biologists and the use of bioinformatics tools, making it easier
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to collect such feedback. We strongly encourage users of this
server to let us know about their impressions, good or bad!
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